BCURIOUS PREMIUM
Let your curiosity get the better of you. The Bcurious Premium is sleek, sexy, and satisfying.
Its silky-smooth, sliding curve and expertly defined tip is designed to excite both targeted
and broad areas. 7-functions create infinite pleasure as you explore a multitude of sensations,
alone or with a partner.
Our nonporous silicone materials take the work out of cleaning so you can focus on the play.
And because it’s waterproof and rechargeable, you can follow your creative urges wherever
they take you.
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USE
To use simply press the power button and click the function button to alternate through all 7
rumbly vibration patterns.
The Bcurious is ergonomically designed; each surface and curve is designed with the specific
intention of pleasure. The broad curves and pointed tip means that this toy can be used to
create broad or pinpoint vibrations customized just for the user’s preference. The pinpoint
accuracy is very popular for direct stimulation while the broader angles fit wonderful around
sensitive areas. The firmness of its material makes it great for grinding against. This massager
is exclusively for external stimulation.

CHARGE
The Bcurious is conveniently charged via a USB magnet-pin
connection. Simply plug the charger’s USB end into a USB
charging socket, align the charger’s magnet-pin with the magnetpin located on the Bcurious’ exterior and the pins will adhere
magnetically and your personal massager will begin to charge.

Ergonomic controls with blue backlight for easy play in the dark
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USB Rechargeable

Unique design offers limitless possibilities of pleasure

CARE
The life of your massager will be greatly increased with proper maintenance and care. Be sure to wash before first use and after each
use. Clean using a non-alcohol based antibacterial soap and water, or a dedicated personal massager cleaner. Ensure your massager is
completely dry and remove any potential batteries before storing.
It’s important to use the correct lubricant in order to avoid damaging the coating of your massager. The Bcurious Premium contains
silicone and must be used with a water-based lubricant.

SPECS
Material: Silicone
Battery: USB Rechargeable
Functions: 7
Waterproof: Yes
Massager length: 4” (10 cm)
Massager diameter: 1.6” (4 cm)
CONTENTS
1 x Bcurious Premium
1 x USB charging cable
1 x Storage pouch
1 x Instruction manual
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Luxurious gift-ready packaging
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